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Introduction 
 

There are more than 24 million pets in Australia today with Australia having one of the highest 
household rates of pet ownership in the world.1  Dog ownership continues to increase, with dogs 
being Australia’s most popular pets and 38% of Australian households having at least one dog.2 

Indigo Shire Council has 3289 registered dogs with 606 dogs located in Beechworth. With 
approximately 3862 residents in Beechworth there is approximately one dog for every six residents.  
Statistics also indicate that 19% of dog owners in Australia take their pet on holidays with them3. As 
a major tourism destination, Beechworth also services additional travelling dogs.  

Responsible pet ownership, particularly for dogs is dealt with in a range of ways including 
registration, Local Law provisions to ensure public safety, and community education and awareness.  

A fundamental element of responsible dog ownership is for any dog(s) to be “under effective control 
at all times”. This can be a challenge but is critical to minimising risk of injury or worse, and in 
promoting safe activity for all. 

Providing adequate exercise for dogs is another way for owners to minimise challenging dog 
behaviours attributed to being confined for long periods, often alone. 

Increasing dog ownership rates and reducing housing block sizes has seen the growth and popularity 
in the provision of dog exercise options by the use of dog parks and leash-free areas across 
Australia4.  

OFF LEASH DOG AREAS 

Off-leash dog areas are Council gazetted spaces where dogs are permitted to run off-leash. The 
Council may establish a set of rules associated with the off-leash areas such as requiring owners to 
have effective control of their dogs.  Off-leash dog areas are often located in existing open space 
areas and have a primary focus of providing an opportunity for dogs to undertake exercise.  
Infrastructure needs are significantly lower than a dedicated dog park with the minimal 
requirements being waste disposal items and signage. Fencing can be used in off-leash dog areas to 
create segregation between the varying activities within a reserve or park.  

Off-leash dog spaces can provide a range of benefits for dogs, their owners and the community.5 
This includes: 

• physical exercise of dogs  
• increased socialisation and wellbeing for dogs and dog owners 
• provision of a safe environment for dogs to play 
• option for visitors and travellers 
• providing an affordable recreation option 

 

                                                           
1 Pet ownership in Australia, Animal Medicines Australia 2016 
2 Pet ownership in Australia, Animal Medicines Australia 2016 
3 Pet ownership in Australia, Animal Medicines Australia 2016 
4 Unleashed: a guide to successful dog parks, South Australian Dog and Cat Management Board 2014 
5 Unleashed: a guide to successful dog parks, South Australian Dog and Cat Management Board 2014 
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Types of off-leash dog spaces 

There are two types of off-leash dog spaces that can be provided for the community which includes 
designated off-leash dog areas and dog parks.   

Dog parks are fully enclosed designated off-leash spaces which have been designed as specific dog 
play areas.  Whilst dog park design can vary and be dependent on the available space, the 
Unleashed: A Guide to Successful Dog Parks identifies the following required infrastructure for a dog 
park: 

• perimeter fencing 
• entry/exit points including double gates system to prevent dogs escaping the area 
• maintenance gates 
• combination of surface materials which can be dependent on the site layout 
• plantings and landscaping 
• drinking water and shade 
• seating 
• waste disposal infrastructure including bins and bag dispensers 
• signage 

Optional amenities also include lighting, dog equipment, public toilets, notice board and picnic 
tables. 

Indigo Shire Council currently only provides six designated off-leash dog areas across the 
municipality to support dog owners in exercising and socialising their pets. These are located at: 

• Baarmutha Park, Beechworth (including the Golf course) 
• Barnawartha Recreation Reserve 
• Barkly Park, Rutherglen 
• Yackandandah Sports Park 
• Butson Park, Yackandandah 
• The Willows, Wahgunyah 

The off-leash dog areas in Indigo Shire were established in February 2001 and the use of the areas 
has largely been free of any issues or concerns.  

CHALLENGES IN BEECHWORTH 

In recent times Council has been alerted to issues regarding ineffective control of dogs, improper 
management of dog waste, and conflicts between dog owners and other users at Baarmutha Park in 
Beechworth.  

This document considers the issues being encountered in Beechworth and introduces a range of 
considerations for the community to understand and ponder in an effort to reach an outcome which 
supports responsible dog ownership, including exercising and socialisation opportunities, and 
protects public safety, and the opportunities for participants in other activities which also promote 
and supports exercise and socialisation. 

PARTICULAR ISSUES 

Baarmutha Park is a major sporting and recreation facility in Beechworth and is the only leash free 
dog park in Beechworth. 
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Particular issues have been raised with the Council from the Beechworth Golf Club committee 
regarding the use of the Golf course section of Baarmutha Park as an off-leash dog area.  These 
include: 

• The use of Baarmutha Park as an off-leash dog area has continued to increase with a number 
of dog owners visiting the precinct daily.  The site is also being used by professional dog 
sitters who bring multiple dogs into the precinct.   
 

• There are many reports of dogs not being “under effective control” within the precinct. 
 

• Peak periods for dog walkers are 6am-8am and 4pm – 8pm on weekdays and daylight hours 
during the weekends.  This peak use often clashes with the scheduled activities of organised 
sports within Baarmutha Park 
 

• There are regular conflicts and incidents between golfers and dog owners.  Issues relate to 
dogs and dog owners entering the golf course while golf activities are underway creating 
risks to their safety. 
 

• There are concerns raised by the use of the section of the golf course which is owned by the 
Golf Club and is outside the balance of the golf course which is Crown Land and leased to, 
and managed by the Golf Club 
 

• A constant problem for the Golf club committee, members and course users, and other 
users at Baarmutha Park, is dog waste not being picked up or being placed in the standard 
rubbish bins at the reserve. 
 

• These concerns continue in spite of the recent introduction of specific signage, waste bins 
and bags, and community awareness activities. 

WHAT MAKES A GOOD LEASH FREE AREA OR DOG PARK? 

There are no specific Australian standards to guide the planning, design and management of dog 
parks or off-leash areas.  However, the Dog and Cat Management Board of South Australia 
publication, ‘Unleashed, a guide to successful dog parks’ provides guidelines to assist local councils in 
the establishment of enclosed dog parks which can also be applied to some degree to off-leash 
areas.  

These guidelines include factors such as: 

1. Location 
Consideration of the town position, surrounding land uses and whether the site is accessible 
or isolated for residents and potential users. 
 

2. Size, layout and space availability 
Off-leash dog spaces can vary in size however the main objective is to provide enough space 
to encourage physical activity for dogs and avoid overcrowding, overuse and degradation of 
the areas. 
 
The land topography and visibility are important when providing a off-leash dog spaces 
which supports the management and safety for users of an off-leash dog park. 
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3. Access and parking 
Many dog owners drive to dog parks and therefore the consideration of parking both on and 
off street is important.  Access from the parking areas should also be clear and direct to 
discourage owners letting dogs off-leash to and from the park. 
 
In addition to parking, connection to existing paths and trails encourages increased physical 
activity and wellbeing by making it easier to get to and from the park safely. 
 

4. Other activities and uses 
Off-leash dog parks are commonly co-located with other sport and recreation facilities.  This 
can support increase surveillance of the off-leash dog spaces as well as utilise shared 
facilities.  Some facilities and activities are more compatible and complementary with a dog 
park or off-leash dog area than others. 
 
It is important to determine if activities can be co-located or require distinct separation to 
reduce conflicts and risks to the community. 
 

5. Environmental sensitivity 
Some open space areas are environmentally sensitive and can include protected fauna and 
flora, waterways and wildlife corridors.  It is important to consider these needs before 
introducing increased dog activities and infrastructure. 
 

6. Existing infrastructure and amenities 
Existing infrastructure and amenities can support and meet the needs of an off-leash dog 
space potentially reducing the capital investment costs for the development.  They can also 
restrict and limit the options available to enhance dog infrastructure within a reserve or 
park. 
 

7. Other issues 
Each reserve or park may have its own unique characteristics or restrictions that need to be 
identified and considered in the development of an off-leash dog space. 
 
In addition, the management of the site and any enforcement of regulations or laws can be a 
challenge for all Councils, and in particular for small rural councils with a large geographic 
area and limited staffing resources. 

ARE THERE OTHER OPTIONS IN BEECHWORTH? 

A number of sites could be considered when the community and Council reflect on what might be 
the best opportunity for a dedicated leash free area, or specific dog park. These include but may not 
be limited to: 

1. Baarmutha Park (existing off-leash area) 
2. Queen Victoria Park 
3. Centennial Park 
4. Wallace Park 
5. Mayday Hills Oval 
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Each of these sites are considered below with details of challenges and opportunities. 

Baarmutha Park 
 

 

Category Baarmutha Park Assessment 
Location • Based at the northern end of Beechworth, the site is 

bounded by Jacks Creek Road, Balaclava Road, Alma 
Road and Inkerman Road 

• Good connection to residential area on western and 
southern sides of reserve with larger rural allotments 
and bush reserve on the eastern side of the reserve 

• New residential developments on Alma Road has 
increased access from the southern end of the reserve 
 

Size, Layout and space 
availability 
 

• Baarmutha Park is a very large sporting and recreation 
precinct with significant space and topography 

• Visibility is generally good however due to the size of 
the precinct it is difficult to see all areas of the precinct 

• A variety of spaces for use exist including a dam, treed 
areas for shade, and manicured green spaces 
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Access and parking 
 

• The site provides significant levels of parking options in 
and around the reserve 

• Pedestrian access is available through multiple spots 
around the reserve 

• The site is not aligned with cycling pathways however 
the roadways and footpaths through the residential 
estate provide good access 
 

Other activities and uses 
 

• Baarmutha Park includes sporting activities of football, 
cricket, netball and golf.  The facility is also used for a 
range of community functions and events 

• Baarmutha Park is designated as an off-leash dog area 
and therefore there is no separation from other 
activities within the reserve.  Off-leash dog activities 
are not permitted on competition days but do occur. 

• Beechworth Golf Club conducts competition 
Wednesday, Thursday and Sunday however, as an 
open golf course, members are permitted to use the 
course at any other time of the week 
 

Environmental sensitivity  
 

• Baarmutha Park has several large native trees within 
the precinct 

• The site is adjacent to a bushland area 
• There is a small dam within the precinct 

 
Existing infrastructure and 
amenities 

 

• The site has a perimeter fence however there is 
limited internal fencing that defines specific areas 

• There are no public toilets 
• There is no publicly accessible water however there is 

a dam at the property 
 

Other information 
 

• The site is made up of crown land and private land 
owned by the Beechworth Golf Club.  The crown land 
is managed by a Council section 86 committee of 
management land and a portion is also leased to the 
Beechworth Golf Club 

• The off-leash dog area does not include the private 
land owned by the Beechworth Golf Club however the 
area is not visually separated or clearly defined 

• There are reports from the Beechworth Golf Club of 
regular issues and conflict between dog walkers and 
club members using the golf course 

• The use of the space for off-leash dog walking is 
regular and consistent during weeknights and 
weekends highlighting the community value and use of 
the park as an off-leash dog area 
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Queen Victoria Park 
 

 

Category Queen Victoria Park Assessment 
Location 
 

• The site is based at the northern end of Beechworth 
and bounded by Sydney Road, the main arterial road 
from Beechworth to Wodonga, and High Street.  The 
site is also adjacent to Beechworth Primary School and 
the Old Beechworth Gaol which is now a tourist 
attraction 

• There is good connection to the reserve to residential 
areas and is near Lake Sambell 

• Located on the main arterial road presents a potential 
safety risk to dogs and motorists without the presence 
of fencing 

• The site is near the existing off-leash dog area of 
Baarmutha Park 
 

Size, Layout and space 
availability 
 

• The site is of reasonable size to cater for an off-leash 
dog space however visibility is poor due to the sloping 
topography 
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Access and parking 
 

• The site has a small car park adjacent to the scout hall 
and suitable on road parking available on High Street 

• Pedestrian access is available through multiple 
locations 

• The site is not aligned with cycling pathways however 
the roadways and footpaths through the residential 
estate provide good access 
 

Other activities and uses • The site includes a scout hall and is adjacent to the 
local primary school which results in increased traffic 
of children through the park 
 

Environmental sensitivity  
 

• The site has several large trees within the precinct and 
provides good shade 

• Further investigation is required on the environmental 
sensitivity of this park  

 
Existing infrastructure and 
amenities 
 

• The site has number of walking trails and several 
heritage registered buildings and structures 

Other information 
 

• The site is council owned and managed 
• Queen Victoria Park has several assets within the park 

that are listed on the Victorian Heritage register.  This 
restricts the activities and options associated with 
future development of the space 
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Centennial Park 
 

 

Category Centennial Park Assessment 
Location 
 

• Based on the western side of Beechworth the site is 
bounded by Church Street and Lower Finch Street and 
is adjacent to Spring Creek and bushland reserve. 

• There is good connection to residents located on the 
western side of town 
 

Size, Layout and space 
availability 
 

• The site is of reasonable size 
• Visibility is good however the site contains several 

older buildings which restricts some of the visibility 
 

Access and parking 
 

• The site has on road parking available with no off-road 
parking available 

• Pedestrian access is available through multiple 
locations and the site is not fenced 
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• The site is not aligned with cycling pathways however 
the roadways and footpaths through the residential 
estate provide reasonable access 
 

Other activities and uses 
 

• The site consists of several large-scale heritage 
buildings and is promoted as a cultural and heritage 
site to visitors of Beechworth 
 

Environmental sensitivity  
 

• The site has a number of trees within the precinct and 
provides good shade 

• There is a creek at the back of the precinct 
• Further investigation is required on the environmental 

significance of the site 
 

Existing infrastructure and 
amenities 
 

• There is no relevant infrastructure or amenities 
available at the site 

• Existing infrastructure is older structures 
 

Other issues 
 

• Centennial Park has several large assets within the 
park that are listed on the Victorian Heritage register.  
This restricts the activities and options associated with 
future development of the space 

• There is a risk that alternative recreation use will 
negatively impact on the tourism value of this site 
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Wallace Park 
 

 

 

Category Wallace Park Assessment 
Location 
 

• Wallace Park is located on Harper Avenue south of the 
main town centre of Beechworth and is also bounded 
by Silver Creek 

• The park includes other sporting and recreation 
facilities and is near the town centre and residents in 
the southern side of Beechworth 

• This site is close to the railway precinct which includes 
the Mountains to the Murray Rail Trail 
 

Size, Layout and space 
availability 
 

• The site is flat with minimal infrastructure providing 
good visibility 

• The site is approximately 1500sq meters making it a 
smaller space for off-leash dog activities 
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Access and parking • The site has a small car park adjacent to the open 
space which services the swimming pool.  There is also 
additional on-street parking available on Harper 
Avenue 

• The site has a linear walking path with four key 
entrances and exits  
 

Other activities and uses 
 

• The site also includes the Beechworth Swimming Pool 
and Beechworth Bowling Club.  These facilities are 
fenced providing a distinct separation between the 
facilities and the general open space area 
 

Environmental sensitivity  
 

• The site has existing vegetation and is adjacent to 
Silver Creek 

• Further investigations are required to determine the 
environmental value of the park 

 
Existing infrastructure and 
amenities 
 

• The site has an existing children’s playground which is 
not fenced 

• There are no public toilets or potable water within the 
park however the main town centre is not far from the 
park 
 

Other information 
 

• The site is managed by Council 
• Peak periods in summer attract additional vehicles in 

the car park of the outdoor swimming pool along with 
additional children in and around the area 
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Mayday Hills Oval 
 

 

 

Category Mayday Hills Reserve Assessment 
Location 

 
• The site is based at the eastern end of Beechworth and 

is bounded by Park Avenue, Oak Avenue and Gilchrist 
Avenue 

• The site is within the Mayday Hills precinct located 
near residential and rural residential areas of 
Beechworth  
 

Size, Layout and space 
availability 

 

• The site consists of a grass oval and vegetated area 
• Whilst it is a good-sized site, a large component of the 

reserve is utilised for sporting activities 
• There is no suitable space to provide a dedicated 

fenced dog park  
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• Visibility is good within the reserve however the 
reserve may be difficult to find for visitors 
 

Access and parking 
 

• The site has a car park adjacent within the reserve 
which can cater for visitors to the reserve. There is 
limited on-road parking 

• Pedestrian access is available via existing walking paths 
 

Other activities and uses 
 

• The site caters for cricket activities during summer 
• Off-leash dog activities would need to be separated for 

the activities to be co-located 
 

Environmental sensitivity  
 

• The site has a vegetated area which would require 
further investigation into its environmental 
significance and value. 

 
Existing infrastructure and 
amenities 
 

• The site has a storage facility and access to a public 
toilet at the Council offices which is close to the 
reserve 

• Further investigation into water provisions is required 
 

Other information 
 

• The site is council owned and managed  
• There may be conflict between sporting competition 

and use of the space by dog walkers 
 

 
 

ANOTHER OPTION 

Some Councils (eg City of Wodonga), have addressed the issues and challenges associated with 
providing off-leash areas or dog parks by focussing strongly on the all dogs must be “under effective 
control at all times” mantra and declaring all areas of the municipality off-leash.  

This declaration has the effect of all open space areas within the municipality, including footpaths, 
trails etc, being off-leash for dogs. An amendment to the relevant Local Law is made to specify and 
define “under effective control” and the regulations and penalties for breaches. 

This approach is something that the Indigo Shire community and Council may wish to explore and 
consider. 

CONCLUSION AND PROCESS 

Dog ownership in Australia continues to increase and the development of off-leash dog areas 
continue to be options to support residents in providing for appropriate physical activity and 
socialisation of dogs. 

Off-leash dog spaces provide a range of benefits however there are some risks and challenges that 
need to be considered in the provision and operation of such spaces. 

Baarmutha Park in Beechworth has catered as on off-leash dog area since 2001 however challenges 
have emerged in recent times which bring into conflict the opportunities for the exercise of dogs, 
and the opportunities and rights of other users within the defined area. 
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There is an opportunity for the community and Council to consider the matter together, and to 
establish a model which strikes a healthy and positive balance for all participants and the general 
community. 

This document is seen as a conversation starter and a basis for an interaction and engagement 
within the Beechworth community. Council will implement an engagement process as detailed to 
gauge the views of the community, including dog owners, golf club representatives, precinct user 
groups, and the general community. This community input will shape the development of a model 
that can be further considered. 
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